
Check all content to make sure no personal information is being
given away in the foreground or background of video content and
avoid tagging locations, schools & clubs.

Turn on comment filters and block offensive & inappropriate
words.

Using privacy settings are ideal, but if not make sure that parents
are in charge of the account.
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For young kids, parents can include in their bio that the account is
being monitored by parents.

Don’t include first & last names, school details, sporting club names,
or other location-revealing information.05

Top tips to help keep kids safe
online.
Here are some tips and tricks to help protect kids when posting on social
media.
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Where possible, turn off the ability for strangers to send direct or
private messages.06
Turn off geolocation for social media apps.07
Familiarise yourself with block & report buttons and other safety
tools on the app.08

TikTok has lots of them!Hint

www.ysafe.com.au
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